Motion tracking of a rigid-flexible link manipulator
in a controller failure condition
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Abstract: The paper presents its contribution to tracking control of systems in failure work
conditions. The example we examine is a three degrees-of-freedom planar manipulator with
rigid and flexible links, for which one of actuators fails during its work. The work task for the
manipulator is defined by the programmed constraints. The CoPCoD method is used to derive
the reference motion dynamics and the tracking control after one of manipulator failure.
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1. Introduction
Modern mechanical and mechatronic systems like robots, aircraft, satellites and space platforms,
underwater vehicles and human servicing systems are designed for delivering work, services, for
exploration and military purposes, to mention some of the applications only. Efforts of engineers and
researchers aim excellent functionality, durability and reliability of these systems. Also, there are
domains where failure is not an option, like space exploration and service delivery or health related
devices. The growing demands for reliability lead to the active research in dynamics, nonlinear control theory and optimal control, and others. At the same time, failures are constantly associated with
engineering activities. Failures can be costly in work time, equipment or the whole mission, e.g. a
space mission, lost. The question thus arises, in all engineering branches, of how to minimize failure
costs. From the dynamics and control theory side, an active research dedicated to underactuated systems continues. A fully actuated system, i.e. the one enjoying the number of control inputs equal to
the number of degrees of freedom, does its mission as long as the actuators work properly. In case of
failure, questions arise of how to minimize risks and danger of damages to the workplace and continue a predefined task up to bringing the system to some rest position, if possible. A system which is
not fully actuated refers to as underactuated. An interest in design and control of underactuated systems is driven by two main questions, i.e. can we control underactuated system models (USM) using
our current control techniques and whether there are any new control techniques for USM that can
solve reliability problems in practice. These questions motivate a lot of current research in USM.
The literature on USM is quite vast, see e.g. [1]. Most of these papers tackle work conditions where
there are no other motion limitations and demands, i.e. constraints. The constrained USM dynamics
and control are presented in [2,3] for rigid models of underactuated systems. In [4] a dynamics approach to modeling, i.e. the automated computational procedure for constrained dynamics (CoPCoD)
is presented. It works for rigid and flexible multibody systems which are fully actuated. Tracking
control of USM is still a challenge topic, see e.g. [5-7].

2. Mathematical model of a rigid-flexible link manipulator
A model of three link, three degrees-offreedom planar manipulator is presented in
Fig.1. It is assumed that link 2 can be treated
as rigid or flexible. The flexible link is discretised using the Rigid Finite Element
Method (RFEM). The motion of the manipulator is forced by means of three driving
torques. The aim of the paper is to propose
an algorithm for control the manipulator
when certain drives stop working due to
failure. The algorithm is implemented in
three main steps:
 Calculation of reference time courses of
joint coordinates for the assumed programmed constraints, in this case the
following DAE system is solved:
Fig. 1. Model of a rigid-flexible link manipulator
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where all symbols are explained in detail in [4].



Application of the reference time courses to flexible drives to realize trajectory tracking.
Compensation of the tracking errors due to the drive failure using the appropriate controller. As a
result the analyzed manipulator is transformed from fully actuated to underactuated which is associated with additional numerical challenges.
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